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Content Warning

The following story contains abuse, trauma, PTSD, sexual
assault, bigotry, and explicit violence. It is not a piece of
fiction that engenders contemporary realities gently,
including marginalized identities such as sex workers,
LGBTQIAA+ individuals, and people of color.

Please consider this your warning for a work of fiction
that exists as a metacritique of the politics of power told
through a space opera through one vector of a reality-
painted dystopic.

I ask only one thing of you, should you find yourself
skimming its pages—enter this self-aware living landscape
and question everything.

I hope it teaches who it must, and comforts those I wish
to reach. I aim to let my readers know I see them in all their
complicated inner paintings.

Good luck, and know that I love you desperately.





THE CANVAS:

"The strategies of the politics of the image has to take a very
different and much less guaranteed route, in my view. It has
to go inside the image itself – inside the image – because
stereotypes themselves are really actually very complex
things. It has somehow to occupy the very terrain which has
been saturated by fixed and closed representation and to try
to use the stereotypes and turn the stereotypes in a sense
against themselves."

— STUART HALL, “Representation and the Media,” Media
Education Foundation, 1997





I

God, it must be lovely being a pretty, wine-mouthed little
thing, if only for the hell of it.

I remember when even that was tied to a primary job
function; armor in metal bangles, in velvets, in reds, in
indigo, only to be made into nothing, and then to unmake
someone else.

The paint was my favorite part, but it was always
removed in the gnashing of teeth. A smear like the blood on
my hands after the job was done.

The lipstick was always red because it’s a trick for men.
I’d rather have worn black, but dark colors send the

wrong signals. Pretty wine-mouthed little things always
paint their roses red, and so too, did I.

These traits are certainly boorish stereotypes, and yet,
they are stereotypes certain men seek. Certain men who were
certain marks, that certainly sought me, that I certainly
killed.

It’s easier to pull off than you may think, biology
notwithstanding.



Especially if you’re curiously beautiful, shorter than
some, and know how to move like prey animal.

But I was not, and will never be a prey animal.
I am a predator in specific geometry, just like before, just

like the rose painted lips, and the smear, and the blood on
my hands.

The space between the trick and the repeat job function,
too, will be the same.

An evaporation in black waters because time never
moves forward. The play is never truly different. We all
come together at different acts, but it’s always the same
because I wrote the script that way.

I wrote it that way because I lived it. And because I lived
it, this is my fault.

I’m still the villain with my mouth full of blood, smiling
crimson at the mess I established by merit of existing and
solved, in black this time. It will be black.

Before that, it will be faux indigo.
We always start with an absence of light, and therefore,

color. Then, there’s yellow, and at some point, the gold
rushes in—not so subtly—until we stretch from hue to hue,
get stuck repeatedly on pink, and maybe…

Maybe this time, true indigo will stick instead of black. I
haven’t decided.

I haven’t decided the order in which we all die. Or if we
die at all.

It may not even be up to me.
Even if the play is the same, the actors might forget their

lines and torch the script with actual fire.
Truth be told, I’m counting on them to do just that.
Because all their fucking lives depend on it.



1 / BLINDING WHITE

THE PLAY’S credits performed in reverse. Laughter woven in
spliced tongues. Sobs were shots of vodka mimed backward
in still-frame memories. Today was the day he was born.

At first, there was a void of nothing. Then, the man was
alive. He was alive, standing in a space that smelled like
antiseptic. The room was large enough for a swept arm to
feel no chairs, no walls, no people, and he was blind.

The tremor of a frenetic pulse in his ears was the beat of a
song he knew too well; fight or flight, do or die, the time
is now.

Then, the sound became a sizzle.
Naturally stumbling, the man placed his hand on a flat

surface and followed it up with searching fingers.
He was a slip of a shape, crawling like a bottom-feeder

until he reached a notch. He pushed his hand up between
the space he felt and grasped what he imagined was silver.

That white-knuckled hand meant he was alive.
He used the handhold to follow the wall and found a

seam. He felt the seam with his fingers and plastered his face
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to a slick surface, his mouth fogging the space in front of
him. It was wet on the skin of his cheek.

Finally, after what felt like hours, words found shape in
his mouth. If he could speak, it surely meant that he was
alive.

“W-where the fuck am I?!” he spat against the slick
surface near his mouth.

“We had a problem booting you,” spoke a muddy voice.
“…booting?” the man replied, voice foreign in his ears.
“We’re sanitizing you. We’re unsure if contaminants infil-

trated your system, so we are making sure there’s
nothing…wrong. Ok?”

“….no. Not ok. Why the fuck can’t I see?" the man asked
as the panel shifted away from him with a soft hiss. He fell,
fawn-legged, into someone taller than he.

They were a girl, he assumed perhaps foolishly, as his
head had connected with their chest. He could smell soft
perfume and hear a click, not unlike hooves. He remem-
bered that sound.

“You’re talking about me like I’m—I don’t fucking
know...some kind of Star Trek bullshit...” he blurted out,
pushing away from the woman he was braced against.

She caught him and held him to her body. She was
breathing, she had a heartbeat, and she smelled like
lavender.

“…I had to pull an emergency protocol,” she replied as
she held him as if he might shatter in her arms.

“Fucking pardon?” he blurted out.
“…you’re the last one there is. I had to remove something

—a block,” the woman said in nothing-words, “I also had to
add something in,” she admitted with more nothing-words,
“though I’m not sure how much it will grow.”
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“What the fuck does that mean?”
She sat the man down on a lifeless stool after much cajol-

ing. His skin told him that it should be cold, but he felt
vaguely anesthetized. He shivered anyways.

“You aren’t supposed to be able to shiver…” she said.
“Am I supposed to be able to see, too?" he snapped.
“Sorry about that.”
Her heels clicked as she pressed something into the back

of his neck. The pressure pulsed up through his jaw into his
teeth. His senses screamed into being, birthed in violent
indigo.

“Better?" she asked as he heard her step back, the telltale
clicking sound grounding him in the here and now.

The man’s eyes adjusted, pupils dilating and shrinking in
time. The cold white room  was bright enough to burn his
retinas if he stared long enough.

“Yes,” he said, popping his jaw to release the pent-up
pressure. It sizzled.

He looked around the blurry room. The metal he had
clung to wasn’t silver but an unassuming white. Clear glass
tables and matching displays filled the room.

All was painted in pales and glass, except for a little
green plant in a geometric gold pot—a familiar shape—situ-
ated on a far desk. Something lived in a place that seemed so
sterile it thwarted all biology.

He looked at the girl before him, as tall as he was but
with heels — far taller. A searing blue gaze swept her face;
flaccid blond hair, crepe-paper pale skin, with an expression
just as brittle. Her lab coat was, however, noticeably tinted.

It was so faint the human eye would ignore the detail. It
was hard for him not to notice.

At the far end of the room, a swath of lab coats hung like
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bodies on a line. All the color had been bled from the fabric.
Her shoes, however, were the color of riches.

“Gold,” he said, his mouth impossibly dry.
“Yes. Gold,” the woman replied.
“…the plant’s yours too, then?” he asked.
“Yes.”
The woman looked down at him with large, deep-set

brown eyes. The painting of her skin had been covered in
makeup, yet the spies of imperfections remained.

She grasped a clear clipboard at her high waist and was
fiddling with what looked to be a pen.

“You...don’t seem to fit in here. With…all this,” the man
muttered, accompanied by a vague gesture, “what a weird
fucking dream...”

“A120-P, I need you to work with me here,” she huffed.
Her long fingers tapped on the clipboard.

“…that’s not my name,” he replied bluntly.
“Then, tell me, smart-ass…what is your name?”
The moment she insulted him, the man’s vision flickered

to black. Colors hummed behind his eyelids as he squinted
to force himself to focus through the mire and the pitch.

A face came into view; the woman he’d fallen into
moments earlier. Her rectangular face, her sitting across
from him, her eating noodles, her loud slurping; this, he saw,
and felt, and smelled.

“You’re such a smart-ass, or whatever. You bought, like,
two bowls for yourself, and you knew I was on a diet, and
you knew you weren’t going to eat the other one…”

She still ate despite complaints, twirling her chopsticks to
whisk a clump of thick noodles into her bright magenta
mouth.
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He smelled the food. God, it smelled good…where were
they? His thoughts raced, but no answers came.

“Al. Alex. Hey, are you, like...OK?” asked the woman.
“Yeah, Percy. I’m fine. Just thinking about…”
“You need to, like, get over it already. What’s done is

done.”
A pair of fingers snapped the man back to the present.

Gone were the slurped noodles. Gone was the banter. Gone
was the quaint, slice of life moment from a time that had
slipped through his fingers.

The woman before him was an impatient teacher, and he,
a young student who was failing her lesson.

“What were you doing? Where did you go? My readings
flat-lined…”

“I’m…Alex,” he parroted back the name he’d been called
in this dream within a dream.

“And where did you go? Come on, you stupid hunk of
metal, I am going to be late for my meeting,” she insisted.

“…a restaurant? Alright. I’m ready to wake up now. Sci-fi
is something Olive likes, so if she tried to use her pixie magic
on me, I want the fuck out…” he joked, looking at ‘Percy’,
expecting a caustic retort.

“...who?” the woman asked, arching her brow.
“…Olive?” he insisted.
Alex eagerly awaited Percy’s rebuttal, her joke, her smile.

The laugh he knew she had that creased at the eyes and
showed her too-large teeth.

“No, sweetie…no…” the shrapnel of her words stopped
his breathing.

Had he even been breathing?
The tall girl bit her lip. In that instant, colorful shapes,
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lines, and text clouded his vision. Her heart rate had
increased; the numbers leaped.

When she shifted, he saw her weight dispersal; he saw
her physical stats, her rank, and her permissions. His sensors
painted his vision with the overflowing, fluorescent geom-
etry of...her.

He didn’t remember ever seeing shit like this before.
Then again, he didn’t even remember what ‘before’ was,

either. All he knew was that he was alive, he had been some-
place else, and where he was now, wasn’t it.

“….so…this isn’t a dream?” he asked.
“No,” she replied, his vision lighting up with superfluous

data the more she moved.
“And, I’m…not a human,” he asked.
“No.”
“And…I don’t know you...” Alex continued, screwing his

eyes shut as her data was exploding all around him.
“I’m your technician,” the woman insisted, looking over

his face.
“But you look like Percy,” he argued, eyes flicking open.
“…that’s one of the girls from your memory? Like

Olive?” she asked.
“Yeah.”
The man sat forward and combed his fingers through his

hair.
“I have to be fucking dreaming...are you sure we’re not

knocked out back at Olive’s flat, and you’re not snoring like
a chainsaw?” the weight of his words slumped his
shoulders.

“That’s why they assigned me. They were trying to be
kind—it’s an adjustment,” she replied with the tap of her
pen, “I don’t even work in this department.”
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“They?” he asked, looking up beneath his brows.
“Your…” Not-Percy fidgeted on her heels and tapped her

pen again. The metronome of sharp sounds cut his ears.
“Employers. Coworkers…I don’t know. I just do what

they tell me to,” she admitted.
The man smirked, a coy smile playing at the corner of his

mouth. His eyes searched her face looking for the girl he’d
known.

“God, you even sound like her,” he marveled at the
painted sunrise of her features. She didn’t marvel back.

“I do? I do. Don’t I?” she replied.
“What…what’s your name?” he hesitated; he already

knew her name because her data was blocking his view at
the moment.

“Andra. Andra Polly Verdane.”
“Polly it is then,” he’d decided with a smirk.
“What? No. Andra…” she protested, but it was a feeble

effort.
The silence fell thick, with the man smiling and the

woman frowning. As he smiled, he focused enough to cut
some of the garbage data he saw out of his line of sight. As
she frowned further, he managed to store it away altogether.

“Polly, can you get me some fucking pants?”
“It’s An—fine,” she relinquished her bickering with an

eye-roll strong enough to throw planets out of orbit.
Her gold heels clicked like daggers as she walked. She

grabbed a pair of standard-issue colorless pants from a
drawer and tossed them his way.

A120-P stood and looked down. He was anatomically
correct. This, of course, made him snort. Polly wasn’t at all
amused.

“Hurry up! I’m going to be late!” she spat.
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He pulled them on and fastened them with a sticking
sound. There was no zipper, and that idea alone made him
uneasy.

“Polly?” he asked, fiddling with the strap of his curiously
fashioned, colorless pants.

“Yes, A1…Alex?”
“What…do I do here? Why am I...I don’t really get it just

yet.”
“It’s expected. You’re adjusting,” her words sounded as

sharp as her heels to the man.
“How…what year is it?” he posed a question for this

bright nightmare.
“5352…What year do you last remember?” Polly replied,

shifting to favor her right leg.
“1980 or 90 something...at least I think so?” his words

were fragile nothing-sounds.
“Oh.”
Polly’s eyes fell, and her heart rate elevated; he saw the

read-out. She grabbed a shirt from a drawer near her knees
and tossed it to Alex. He put it on, catching a stab of his face
reflecting in a clear display.

He sprinted to the reflection, jostled the table with his
hip, and lurched to see himself.

Alex twisted his hair, examined his ears, his jawline, and
the curve of his neck with frantic fingers trembling at the
foreign canvas.

“…I..” his words were drowned in thick, acidic solvents.
“Do you think you’re malfunctioning?” she asked.
“I—what?” he stuttered out, head snapping to attention.
“D-do you feel very distressed? Distressed enough to…

do something?”
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She tapped her pen rhythmically on her clipboard and
stepped back on one high heel. Click.

“N…no. Why? Why would you ask that?” Click.
“Well,” Polly’s large eyes rolled to the right as she stared

at a crease in the floor for a bit too long, “That’s why...”
She shot him a look and held his gaze. After a moment,

her eyes screwed shut. They opened as she spoke once more.
“That’s why you’re the only one left.”
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Content Warning:

The following story contains abuse, trauma, PTSD, sexual
assault, bigotry, and explicit violence. It is not a piece of
fiction that engenders contemporary realities gently,
including marginalized identities such as sex workers,
LGBTQIAA+ individuals, and people of color.

Please consider this your warning for a work of fiction,
which exists as a metacritique of the politics of power told
through a space opera through one vector of a reality
painted dystopic.

I ask only one thing of you, should you find yourself
skimming its pages—enter this self-aware living landscape
and question everything.

I hope it teaches who it must, and comforts those I wish
to reach. I aim to let my readers know I see them in all their
complicated inner paintings.

Good luck, and know that I love you desperately.





THE PATTERN

“As far back as I can remember myself—and I remember
myself with lawless lucidity, I have been my own
accomplice, who knows too much, and therefore is
dangerous.”

— Vladimir Nabokov: “Invitation to a Beheading”.
Sovremennye zapiski, 1935





V

“When someone shows you who they are, believe them the first
time.”

— Maya Angelou

That’s an old quote I’ve grown fond of in my even older age,
because the truth it speaks will never be unmade.

I like to think I’ve listened plenty of times, but perhaps I
only heard what I wanted to hear, hoping someone would
give me ‘something awesome’, despite knowing they’re
incapable.

Humans have this amazing capacity to delude them-
selves. They can love someone who is absolute shit to them,
and have no awareness of just how horrible they are, even
when brought face to face with the true colors of the one
they love.

They can also repeatedly hurt themselves, over and over
again, and move in the same exact cycles of abuse they try to
escape, even when they tell themselves to stop.

Even when everyone around them is telling them to stop,
they just can’t listen.



Remember, I’m crazy, not stupid. I listen, but...can I
learn?

Can we learn?
It’s been repeatedly proven that every version of myself

defaults to cycles of abuse, war, trauma, and death when shit
hits the fan.

It’s been repeatedly proven that people never learn, and
always end up fighting a fucking war of ideals in the sky,
with clouds between their thighs.

Even if I wrote the script—and I hope beyond all hopes
that enough variables step outside my parameters to defeat
the GIGO principle I’m still yet fighting—it never changes.

It just delays the inevitable. Because nobody truly listens,
and worse yet, they don’t fucking learn.

So, for every block of color you’ve seen, I hope you
listened to what it told you. And for every repetition, errant
object, and flickering inconsistency, I hope you’ll find the
pattern.

Because there’s going to come a moment in this play
where you have to truly listen. Depending on what you hear,
you’ll have a choice to make in how you interpret it, and
therefore, what you learn and think of me.

It is not simple, nor is it easy.
But if you wanted easy, you’d have never opened this

haunted fucking file to begin with.



1 / THE REPEAT JOB

ALEX DESCENDED via the elevator to where he knew Diana
worked. From his mouth streamed smoke in a river of
payne’s gray. This was his element. This was who he was.
This was what he was meant to do.

This was his pattern, his prime directive, his job, his
repetition.

The walls around him trapped smoke, the atmospheric
system halting and sputtering to work overtime to remove
this illegal substance. He glared as he fell down each floor,
the rushing of the elevator painting feathers of colors over
his face.

Al lifted up his shirt, the cigarette dusting ash on it. He
tapped his chest compartment and removed a gun. A very
real, gunpowder and metal, gun.

Compartment back in place, shirt down, he ran his
fingers through his hair and paused for a moment. As the
elevator came to a stop, he primed his weapon. The black
metal felt heavy and good in his hand.

The doors opened, and he stalked onto the floor, leading
with his squared shoulders. A guard approached, and he
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shot him through the face. Blood splattered onto a clear desk
behind him. The man fell like a stone, his brain matter cast
off on the wall like a painting.

He heard a scream.
Alex picked up the guard’s laser rifle and pointed it

forty-five degrees, and shot another guard straight through
his left eye. The man was down, his eye socket blown
straight through, flesh singed on the edges like a cigarette
burn.

More rushed in, and Alex shot them. He stepped over
their bodies to create more corpses with more bullets. When
the bullets wouldn’t suffice, lasers. When fists were more
effective, fists.

A well-placed laser blew a searing hole through a secre-
tary’s core. Needless collateral damage, but he made it a
point to blow her up all over her transparent computer
terminal.

This violence would be his new calling card; no more
little birds on slips of paper left as a warning. The blood
would be the rosed lips—no paint necessary. These thoughts
came to him like drowning, flickering images once-lived,
now-remembered, now-relived in metal, and impossible
energy.

Cigarette between his lips, clenched in the teeth, Alex
took out another desk worker because he quite simply could.
The entire time he wore a mute smile, but soon it became an
appetizing expression as blood painted Judicial in rivers
of red.

More bodies dropped. Alex’s smile never did.



2 / CONSISTENTLY SIMPLE

BEFORE THE WAR MACHINE, the guns, and the girl with hair
like the sun, Henry had lived a simple life. He spent his days
shoveling, fixing atmospheric systems, building, and
working with his hands.

Henry had been a worker and seemingly, had wished for
nothing more than to do just that.

Looks, however, always deceived. There had come a day
when he’d wished for more, and on that day, he’d found his
answer without actually hearing it.

On this day, Henry looked like he smelled. He surely
smelled worse than he looked. Henry looked at the earth he
was digging up and chewed a piece of grass between his
lips.

An older woman had come by with a bucket of water on
her head. She balanced it with her other hand and picked up
her dress to traverse the shifting earth. She was dressed in
purple robes, dyed from the flowers that grew in abundance
all over The Greens.

“Son. What’s with the frown?" the older woman asked
with a graveled voice.
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“I dunno’ gran…I’m missin’ somethin’,” Henry replied,
striking the dirt with his shovel.

“Missin’? What’s there to miss?” She inhaled the crisp air
into her lungs and set down her water bucket on soft earth.

“Green grass, clean air, running water. Plenty o’ food.
Better than some’o the others. You should be grateful.”

“Yeah, yeah gran…I’m grateful awright…” Henry spit
out the grass in his mouth and went back to digging. The hot
sun shone down and made his work all that much harder.

The old woman took a sip of water from her bucket with
a ladle and offered him some with a gesture. Henry walked
beside her, stooped to drink, and a voice called out.

“Fix it!”
Startled, Henry spilled water all down his blue shirt. The

old woman scolded him. When he blinked down at the ladle
and the water on his shirt, the familiar sage color resumed.
No blue.

“Mind’s playin’ tricks on me,” he said with a chuckle,
going back for another deep sip of cool water.

“Hmm?”
“Nothin’, gran.”

POLLY, in our present time, was staring at Henry as though
he’d grown another head.

“Earth to Henry! Helllooo? Can you help me get my coat
or whatever? I’m soaked through...”

Polly dredged herself out of the water, and Henry
followed after, stomping through the mud. Polly wrung the
water out of her thin white slip, droplets falling on the grass.

A bug flew by his head, and he swatted at it with a
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grimace. Now preoccupied with the insect trying to attack
him, he’d forgotten what she asked.

“Henry.”
“Oh, oh. Roight, roight.” Henry grabbed Polly’s lab coat

and stretched it out to her like an offering.
“We should get going. They’re, like, probably waiting for

us…Can you walk with me?”
Polly’s question knocked Henry back to reality. He hesi-

tated; his dark brows were thick lines in mottled ink. They
dropped as she stepped closer.

“Pardon?” Henry stammered.
“I hurt my leg a little bit, and my shoes are dirty or

whatever.”
“Yeah, sure, Poll. Sure.”
The sun pulled the moisture from their clothes as the pair

walked. Side by side, through the wheat field, through the
ruddy pathway Polly had mowed down. She shifted as they
walked, her leg tender, but it wasn’t that bad.

“Your…hair,” Henry tried to form cogent words, which
seemed a feat for the tall man.

“My hair? What about my hair? Is it, like, gross?” Polly
pulled at the wet blonde strands hanging over her face and
tried to find bug, brush, or beast. She found nothing and
pouted at him, fingers tangled up in the strands of yellow
knots.

“It’s…gold ‘n all that. Like the…yeah. And the…” Henry
pointed at the sky.

“What a way with words you have, Henry…” Polly
rolled her eyes and then shot him a cheeky grin. She started
to laugh and then snorted.

“The fuck was that, mate?”
“S-sorry? I snorted…you know…”
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“Thought Maya was the piglet,” Henry said as he
cracked an awkward smile.

“Y-you’re the pig!”
Polly pushed Henry with her shoulder. He chuckled and

pushed back. The two leaned on each other as they walked.
Then their hands found themselves dangling uselessly.

Polly’s gentle, thin pinky extended out to brush against
his own. His skin was warm and rough. Hers was cold and
fair.

“Brave girl, eh?” Their linked fingers were impossibly
protective of their tender hearts. Every movement was a risk;
the carefulness said as much.

“Ah, fack! We left tha rest of ya clothes back at th’ river!”
He was far more distraught than she was. Their hands fell
from one another.

“It’s alright. I have more clothes in my ‘cell’, or
whatever.”

“You don’t want jus one’o ‘em? Like, shoes?” Henry
stopped walking, but Polly continued. He pulled her back
with his hand, fingers together in his own, in softness.

“One shoe?” she asked, brow raised.
“No, I mean…”
“That’s…the old me…I don’t want to be that anymore,”

she said.
“I want to be myself.” Polly pulled him forward, and

Henry reluctantly followed. He watched the back of her
head bob with every footstep.

“I want to do what I want. I don’t want rules. Just like he
has no rules,” she continued.

Henry looked down at his feet. Polly’s words sounded
familiar; poetry from another time.

“I dunno what yer on about, Poll. Waddaya mean?”
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Henry dragged his vision back up to Polly’s head; the
sun was flicked off. Under a black sky, Polly continued to
walk. Henry continued to follow.

Soon, the buzzing insects were deleted from view. The
golden wheat around them swept away. The earth beneath
their feet evaporated. With each step, another thing disap-
peared, until it was Polly’s turn to vanish.

In her place was another hand—Alex’s—and with just
one tug, Henry was ripped from The Greens altogether.
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HENRY WAS in a place filled with flashing lights. Gone was
the field of wheat, the bugs, the brush, the warm soil, the
jutting rocks, the flowers, the birds. Gone was Polly and her
golden hair. Gone was the blue sky. Everything was dark,
and then the lights burned into view.

It was bright, and there were loud noises. He heard
music—music he shouldn’t have known but did.

A woman beside him laughed hysterically, drowning
much of it out. He squinted as if squinting would help turn
up the volume of the song.

“Billy Idol,” Henry mouthed, not knowing if he was
speaking the name or thinking it or why he even knew it to
begin with. Henry looked down at the hand in his grasp.

Alex crushed his fingers in a vice grip.
Alex twisted Henry forward and lurched to snag a caus-

tic-looking Shirley Temple from the nearest table. He was in
an eccentric blue business suit, smoking. His shoes were
bright pink. Henry thought he looked like an arse.

But apparently, he was the arse, with the way Al was
looking at him. It had to be about a girl, this he felt in his
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very bones. Henry’s face turned ten shades of green. He
reached for a drink from the table Alex had swiped his from;
a shot of plain vodka.

“The fuck did you do?!” Alex gestured violently,
speaking with his hands. From a maw-clenched cigarette,
smoke spilled in ribbons to the ceiling above—a ceiling of
damask and shadow. Henry blinked, and Tyr’s painting
flickered for a moment on that ceiling before being wiped
away.

“S-sorry?” The brit coughed up his drink onto his blue
shirt, “Ah, fack…” Henry sputtered, expressive eyes
locked onto the color far too long for his pissed-off
friend.

“Eric,” Al’s voice was a primal snarl. He leaned near
‘Eric’ and grabbed him by the shirt to drag his head down
lower. With Al’s face near his neck, he hissed like a viper
into his ear.

“You need to tell her. Now.”
“Mate, I can’t do that…it’ll break her tiny lil’ candy heart,

I canni—“
“You tell her. Or I will. And by tell her I mean beat the

ever-loving shit—“ Alex’s voice raised in anger with every
single word,“…shit out of you. In front of her,” yet his
sentence ended less violently, aware of where they were, and
just how loud he was.

“Mate, I’m s—�”
“What? You wanna’ apologize?! Fucking apologize to

Olive, you dim Brit fucknugget!” Alex spat, jerking ‘Eric’
forward by his shirt.

“Mate. I didn’t make th’ first move. An’ I was drunk off
me ass, spinnin’ somethin’ sideways, I dunno…”

Understanding flashed over Alex’s features. In the low
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light, the thrumming, bumping music, and the flickers of
color, he was a feral beast.

“….Percy is dead,” he seethed out a promise primed on
hellfire and too-sweet alcohol.

“Y’don’ get it mate…”
“When. When was it,” spoke the blond in absolutes.

Henry…Eric swallowed hard and removed Al’s hands from
his shirt, which was a difficult task as he’d apparently
embedded his fingers into the cloth itself.

“Mate.”
Al said nothing and stood back, his arms crossed, weight

hefted on one leg, fuming. Alex wanted nothing more than
to punch Eric until his face cracked like an egg and his brain
matter spilled out all over the floor. Eric knew it.

“It was a week back, you was bein’ my wingman—
always proper at it—but this time, you was shit-faced an’…”

“No. No, fuck no. I didn’t…” Alex’s anger broke as real-
ization struck him stupid. He pressed his flat palm into his
face and groaned.

“We all ‘ad a bit too much ta drink, but she was prolly
fine. Or mostly fine. More fine than I was, mostly more fine.
Prolly. An—”

“I pushed you to it…are you fucking kidding me!?”
“Naw, mate. I mean, yeh. Yeh you did bu’, you know…

we was both tossed.”
Al took his sweet drink off the table and knocked it down

his throat. Eric made a face. It must’ve tasted like some kind
of dastardly cherry medicine. Why he enjoyed it was
beyond him.

“…continue,” Alex said, gesturing with his cigarette.
“She said, wha’ds she say…c’mon Eric, think…God

damn— “ Alex stared at him, not amused.
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“She said, ‘I want to do what I want. I don’t want rules.’
Somethin’, somethin’ bout you an’ Liv foolin around, blah,
complainin’, then, breasts.”

“…breasts?” Alex snorted.
“It was like she was made of ’em. Thas’ all I ‘member

mate, swear. Scout’s honor.” Eric held up his pinky finger.
Alex narrowed his eyes, took a sharp inhale of his cigarette,
and scanned Eric’s face.

“Scout’s honor?” Alex looked Eric over, trying to find a
hole in his story. Instead, he finagled his cigarette into an
ashtray and raised his pinky.

“Scout’s honor.” They linked pinkies. The spat was over.
Alex now had to redirect his rage elsewhere, which meant
consuming more disgustingly sweet liquor.

Al glared behind his glass and looked over as Olive and
Percy talked in a booth. They flirted, Olive shouted loudly,
laughed, and Percy made a motion with her hands.

“Fix it,” Al said as he sipped, the straw suctioning the ice
in his glass.

“W...what?”
“Fix it, Erica. Fix it, fix it, fix it! Or so help me—”
“…I canni’ go back in time, mate. Jus’,” Eric raised his

hands, hoping to field the assault he was going to get.
Verbally or physically, a mad Alex was an Alex no one
wanted to deal with.

It wasn’t a good look getting yelled at for a straight hour
or punched in the throat. Not that he had ever laid a hand on
Eric. But for Olivia, he just might have.

“Go over there, now! Talk to them. Bring them outside. I
don’t care what you have to do, but make it right by her. She
doesn’t fucking deserve this.”

Eric nodded, took a shot off of the table, and tipped his
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head back. It burned down his throat as Al’s eyes burned
into his meaty skull.

He took a few steps. He saw wheat and grass again as he
walked, but the bar remained the same. A part of a leafy
green bush was in someone’s drink. Purple flowers were in a
woman’s long red hair. He remembered this. He remem-
bered living this. He remembered.

However, what he didn’t remember was this scene from
anyone else’s point of view. It shifted. He was on the outside
looking in as if pivoting on a 3D rig.

Alex watched the exchange as Eric took the girls outside.
Percy looked at Alex, who was glaring daggers at her. Eric
took Percy by the arm. She turned her head to lock eyes with
the other blond. Terror swept over her guilty, guilty face.

Alex waved at her and blew her a kiss of death.
The trio went outside, and Alex stood by the doorway

with his too-sweet drink, now refilled. Moira sauntered over
to him with her hand on her hip and leaned. Intent on
apparently showing herself off, Alex had to cast his eyes
away from her chest.

“You want something, don’t you?” Alex said, baby-blues
looking anywhere but the femme fatale posturing in front
of him.

“Trouble in paradise, darling?” Moira asked coyly.
“Yes.” Alex raised a brow and leaned to look out the

window. Percy was biting her lip and shifting in the cold.
Alex couldn’t see Eric’s face. Olive was staring at the
ground, eyes wide and face as pink as her hair.

“That’s just horrible. Say, why don’t you and I dance for
a while? You can keep me company tonight. They’ll obvi-
ously be indisposed.” Moira stretched out her hand and
played over his shoulder with delicate fingers.
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“Nope.”
“…nope? Nope? Why nope?” Moira pouted and twirled

beside him. She was mildly intoxicated; he could tell because
she was dancing. She never danced, and when she did, it
was because she was up to no good.

“I’m not interested.” Alex sipped his drink and didn’t
meet her predatory gaze.

“Why not, dear? Don’t tell me you’ve switched teams
completely—”

“Nope, I play for whatever team I want. It’s because I
don’t...trust a lot of people right now.”

Moira looked hurt but played it off by sauntering closer
and threading her hands over his shoulders to clasp around
the back of his neck.

“You don’t trust me, pet? I-I’m not like that terrible
European,” Moira protested, “He’d been so awful to
you...and have I not been very, very good?” Moira tilted her
head, pretty as a posey, and gave him a beautiful smile.

“Of course you have. It’s just…” Moira pouted as Alex
spoke, leaning her head to his chest. Alex looked down at
her and closed his eyes, “I’m fragile right now, and you suck
at fragile.”

“You don’t have to be mean about it, dear...” Moira
mumbled into Alex’s blue suit. His expression softened. Alex
kissed the top of her head.

“…you’re not my type…" he whispered into her hair,
more gentle than he had been before.

“Your type comes in a far taller package, with a package,
doesn’t it?" she teased, wrapping her around his shoulders,
“and calls you crazy, in so many words. I don’t know why
you date men who hurt you so—”

“Nope. Not always.”
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Alex looked through the window and saw Olivia burst
into tears. He could hear their entire conversation. Moreover,
he could hear Olive crying through the window. Her sobs
were brutal. Deep, painful wails bolted from her body. In
between words, underneath them, and through them. A
devastated pixie.

“Ya think I’d ever do that c-crap? He’s a friend, and yer—
you’re a-a bitch!” Olive screeched, tears rolling down her
face, “Percy, you’ve r-ruined everything!”

“I just thought, like…you know…” Percy began but
stopped. Olive was shaking. The blonde woman took her
into her arms. Olive sobbed into Percy’s chest, seeking
comfort even in the arms of the person who had hurt her
most.

“You misjudge her, mate. An’ it’s on me too, it is,” Henry
heard himself say. The rig shifted; Olive was in front of
him now.

He stretched out a hand to her, but the sun went out
again as if clasped in a constricting fist.

He turned over his palm in the air, and he felt warmth in
his grasp. He felt movement, a weight between his fingers. A
palm in his hand that extended to an arm. An arm that
extended to a woman, a woman who had broken the heart of
someone very undeserving of it.

The wheat fields came back. He was walking behind
Polly. She looked over her shoulder.

“…are you listening to me? God, whatever...” Polly
scoffed.

“Sorry, Polly. I was…remembrin’...somethin’...like when
yeh told me ‘boutcha’ dream, an’ all,” Henry said, still teth-
ered to her fingers.

“Oh? Oh….Oh!” Polly said, turning to walk backward so
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she could look at Henry as they spoke, “Like...what
happened?” she blurted out, her face bathed in gold from
the sun.

She snatched his hand yet again.
“We were roight shit to ‘er. Pepto. Roight shit,” Henry

said with a sour expression.
“Pepto?” Polly paused, “…we were?” Polly frowned.
“Yeh. Shit. But...I think it turnt out awright…s’awright as

it coulda.” Henry looked crestfallen. Then, his dark brown
eyes sparked with muddy thoughts of the time before—
scanning, searching, thinking, which was, as always, not his
strong suit.

“Like...why do you say that?” she asked.
“Cuz I think somethin’ else happened later. Somethin’

brilliant,” Henry replied, shaking his head, “I dunno.
S’foggy, like I’m missin’ stuff.”

Henry took Polly by the arm as they walked, elbows
linked, and emerged from the field. It was then that Polly
finally saw the message from Virginia. The one she’d sent
that no one else—save Vox—had received.

‘Maya. Taken. Library. Diana. Not Responding. Help.
Please.’

Her deep brown eyes opened wide.
“Henry,” Polly said, trying to get the man’s attention,

“Henry, something happened. We, like, have to go right
now...”

Henry wasn’t looking at her. He was looking in the
distance at the fields of gold. The fields of gold that were
now smoldering with searing hellfire.
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Content Warning:

The following story contains abuse, trauma, PTSD, sexual as-
sault, bigotry, and explicit violence. It is not a piece of fiction 
that engenders contemporary realities gently, including mar-
ginalized identities such as sex workers, LGBTQIAA+ indi-
viduals, and people of color. 

Please consider this your warning for a work of fiction, 
which exists as a metacritique of the politics of power told 
through a space opera through one vector of a reality painted 
dystopic.

I ask only one thing of you, should you find yourself skim-
ming its pages—enter this self-aware living landscape and 
question everything.

I hope it teaches who it must, and comforts those I wish 
to reach. I aim to let my readers know I see them in all their 
complicated inner paintings.

Good luck, and know that I love you desperately.





THE PROTOCOL:

“Imagine that you are creating a fabric of human destiny with 
the object of making men happy in the end, giving them peace 
and rest at last. Imagine that you are doing this but that it is 
essential and inevitable to torture to death only one tiny crea-
ture...in order to found that edifice on its unavenged tears. 
Would you consent to be the architect on those conditions? 
Tell me. Tell the truth.”

—  Fyodor Dostoevsky, “The Brothers Karamazov”. 
The Russian Messenger, 1880





IX

You can hate me. I’m fine with you hating me. They can hate 
me—I deserve it. But I can’t have her hating me. 

And she will hate me.
Maybe, she’ll forgive me, or rather, the me that’s out there. 

Considering that he had no fucking choice in the matter, she 
may yet be sympathetic.

However, as he’s a hopeless version of me, he would’ve 
done the same as I have. He would’ve made a decision—one 
he’s made before—in his attempts at ‘something awesome.’ 

A decision to escalate to rectify, try to save his own ass, 
dole out judgment, disentangle himself, and play hero—try-
ing to kill twelve bird keepers with just seven stones, and pos-
sibly, two known unknowns. 

The ends justifying the means through a lens of triggers 
and all that bullshit.

But neither of us are heroes, are we? And we don’t know 



how to do anything but re-affix the roles prescribed, over and 
over again. We don’t know how to do anything but repeat the 
fucked up cycles of abuse we’ve suffered, do we? To punish 
ourselves and others for what was done to us, over and over 
again, in so many new, creative ways.

We’re not heroes.
We’re nothing more than a collection of horrible memories 

and prescribed ideas. They color everything we do, and work-
ing through the patterns to fix this is neither simple nor easy.

So, you can and probably should hate me. They can all 
hate me.

But not her. I’ll die if she hates me. 
I’m already—



1 / PATHWAYS

BACK IN THE VENT, Alex, Diana, Olivia and Sebastian were 
making slow progress. There were just too many paths to 
travel down and too many unknowns. Olive had tried her 
best to lead the charge, but she was grasping in the dark for a 
thread she couldn’t see.

Luckily, something slapped right into Olivia’s face, direct-
ly into her forehead. She hadn’t seen it coming and instantly 
let out a yelp.

“What?!” the trio behind her yelled out in near-perfect uni-
son. Alex tried to push past Diana to attend to Olive; Diana 
was having none of that. Diana and Alex struggled against 
each other in an effort to both be the hero.

“Move your fat ass!” Alex barked at Diana as she started 
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hitting him with flat palms, slapping as children do, over and 
over again.

“Ow!” Olivia said, rubbing her forehead. She picked up 
the little robot and held it in her hands, sitting back on her 
rear.

“Knock it off, you two!” Sebastian growled and sharply 
turned to stare at them as best he could. Diana had put Alex 
into a chokehold, with her breast squarely in his unamused 
face. They froze in place, waiting for Sebastian to look away, 
so they could continue to pummel each other.

“What is it, Olive?” Sebastian asked, crawling closer be-
hind the small woman. Olive wrinkled her nose and turned 
the robot over in her hands.

“I…I dunno...” Olive said with a confused look on her 
face. She passed it back to the young man, and he turned it 
over and over in his hands.

“This is from one of the Wards, you know—military things. 
Repairs people, machines, broken coffee makers,” Sebastian 
muttered.

“How do ya know?” Olive asked as she picked up the pace 
again, knees clunking on the metal below her.

Diana pushed at Sebastian’s back, urging him to move. Se-
bastian slapped her hand away. Alex shoved at Diana from 
behind, again complaining about her fat ass.

“The branding here, they solder it in, like a tattoo,” Sebas-
tian said matter-of-factly, staring at the numbers on the under-
side of the muted green and grey little machine.

His palms began to sweat, and he abruptly changed the 
topic.

“Is anyone hot right now?” Sebastian asked, pulling at the 
collar of his shirt, the small robot sitting inert in his free hand.

“Huh?” Olivia responded as she moved forward, confused 
by his question. The young man made a sour face and shoved 
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the tiny robot into his shirt. It dug in painfully, but he felt like 
he had to keep it. 

“I’m…really warm,” Sebastian said as he trudged forward, 
beads of sweat rolling down his face.

“Why not divest your shirt, Mark?” asked Diana in a sar-
donic tone.

“That’s not my name anymore,” he corrected her, “I can’t. 
I’m keeping the robot there.”

“Robot?” Diana asked, scuttling forward to peek over Se-
bastian’s shoulder. She grew distracted. Alex thwunked her 
rear again with a fist.

“Hey!”
Olivia looked down into a deep hole that had cropped up 

ahead of her and let out a noise of wonder. Her voice echoed 
against the metal. She whistled. That, too, reverberated down, 
down, down into the depths.

“Alrighty everybody…we gotta’ go down here, I think. 
Here goes nothin’!” the little thing said as she jumped down.

Sebastian scooted over the edge and looked down where 
Olive had flung herself into the gaping hole in the floor. His 
large eyes widened as sweat trickled down his chin.

“She’s…very brave,” Sebastian said in surprise, Olivia’s 
form disappearing into the darkness of the mammoth hole. 

“You mad?” Alex chortled from behind Diana. Diana, ever 
graceful, slammed into Sebastian’s back as the young man 
tried to hold onto the sides of the vents to keep from falling 
into the abyss. 

“Why would I be mad? Stop pushing me!”
Diana wrapped her arms around Sebastian and cooed 

from behind his ear. His shoulders went stiff as she grinned.
“Because she’s braver than you, pet,” Diana said with a 

girlish giggle as Alex pinched her rear. Diana slapped at his 
hand, and the two continued to tussle, shoving Sebastian for-
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ward despite all his efforts.
“Glad you two are having...fun. Let’s go,” Sebastian said, 

swallowing hard. He jumped as Olive had. 
Diana hovered at the edge, turned to say something to 

Alex, but was kicked down into the abyss by the blond war 
machine.

Alex wasn’t counting on Diana’s reach being so long, how-
ever. She snagged the end of his foot and dragged him down 
with her.

“Fuck—” he screamed as he hung onto the vent’s lip by 
his fingers. Diana purposefully flailed. Alex dropped down 
after her.

“You and your fat ass!”
He could hear Diana’s velvety laughter all the way down.



2 / ALTERNATIVE

BEYOND THE SCURRYING PESTS came the ever-important, 
time-table-adjusted event that had loomed, seemingly as an 
afterthought. But for Tyr, it was a priority. A party, a ceremo-
ny, a meeting; Vellians and the like. More than that, it was a 
wedding. All roads lead to this one spot in time. It was Tyr’s 
main focus. 

Sadly for Tyr, his puppets were either wholly incompetent, 
the pests were far too clever, or a combination of both. Sadly 
for the pests, Tyr was not nearly as inept as Alex had made 
him seem. The party would continue.

Tyr’s hubris alone demanded it, as did the Vellians.
Floria, the ambassador and princess of Vellia was decked 

out in glistening jewels dripping from her neck as if part of 
her skin. Skin that was deep blue with ripples of purple veins.

Her eyes were lemon yellow and reptilian. Her hair was 
the same color in long waves down to the small of her back.

Her dress trailed across the lavish ballroom, inkling over 
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pink and white marble. It was sage and seaweed green with 
glimmers of transparent film.

Floria was very human-looking for all intents and purpos-
es, aside from the colors and interesting textures. She spoke 
the common tongue of the station, as she wanted diplomacy 
between the station and her people to run smoothly. 

Or as smoothly as it could, between two alien species.
But there was absolutely nothing human about her. Not 

in the way she moved, not what she spoke about, not her 
thoughts, her feelings, or how she viewed others.

They were all beneath her, and she had the glory of her 
position to wield that fact. Not unlike Tyr, who was thinking 
similar thoughts, idling with a champagne glass filled with 
golden liquid at the moment.

Floria offered the expression of her species that was cus-
tomary for thanks: a slight nod of the head with her palms 
open to the ceiling. 

Tyr mimicked her expression and passed her a dainty glass 
of bubbling gold.

“How are you enjoying the music?” asked Tyr, his striking 
features disarming even the Vellian beauty. She sipped her 
golden drink and tilted her head bird-like.

“It is not usual. But it is pleasant,” she said coldly with a 
sideways glance to the bustling orchestra. 

Tyr clinked his glass with her own. She suffered a human 
smile that spread too taut across her teeth. Her species smiled 
to threaten, not please—or deceive—others.

“I always aim to be pleasant. Here’s to our glorious part-
nership and ushering both our species to an alternative fu-
ture,” Tyr said, taking a sip of his own liquor.

Vellians and humans decked out in garish fineries danced 
upon the marbled floor. The violins whirled. Tyr flirted with 
a being who was incapable of flirting, but he interested her 
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enough to entertain his movements.
“When will It arrive?” Floria asked, her collarbone shifting 

underneath her skin like a rod beneath plastic.
“Shortly, my dear fiancé,” his words were wicked, even 

when sweet. “First, we must set the stakes…it will be a mar-
velous play.”

The ceiling beyond their heads bled out in colors of blue 
and green, a scenery change that dotted down the walls in 
heavy dollops of digital-organic paint.

The ceiling blossomed into the painting Tyr was partial 
to—angels with clouds between their thighs and devils now 
ripping throats clean through.

Gold ushered up from the columns and gilded the lining of 
the walls in a baroque menagerie. 

It was a mixing of styles he found both decadent and ter-
rifying.

Floria lifted her free hand to the sky, pleased with this new 
ceiling. The dancers whirled, the music picked up, and Tyr 
finished up his golden drink.

“...and there will be no obstacles?” Floria asked, ending 
her sentence on a sound not unlike a bird’s warble.

“No.”
“He’ll fold. For them,” Tyr sipped more of his drink, “For 

them, he’ll fold. He always does, in one way or another.”



3 / BLOCKED MAP

FOR THE GROUP IN THE VENTS, the fall had been farther than 
they expected, but the landing wasn’t half as bad as they 
thought. They had landed in water.

Trudging through the darkness with water up to their 
waists—and up to Olivia’s torso—they said nothing for a 
time. 

“...the water’s hot…” Olive said, wrinkling up her nose. 
Alex pressed something on his chest. He lit up at the 

seams. Blue rippled over the clear water, just enough for them 
to see where they were going, as well as the ghostly outlines 
of each other.

“...what?” spat Alex, looking back at Olive. Olive stared at 
Sebastian. 

Olivia moved around Sebastian in a wide circle and then 
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back towards the young man. Back and forth again, with Alex 
raising his brows to his hairline at her antics. Diana did much 
the same.

“Yer…makin’ the water hot,” Olive said, stalking towards 
Sebastian to snatch his hand. She winced and pulled away. 
She looked at her stinging palm and quirked a thin brow.

Sebastian said nothing, but he did stare at his hands.
“So...you have time powers,” Alex reasoned, pointing at 

Olivia, “And you boil water,” he pointed at Sebastian, “Good 
to know.”

“Smart-ass,” Sebastian said under his breath, then splashed 
Alex across the back with a swath of water.

“Hey! I don’t know if I’m fucking waterproof!”
“You are, pet. Like mascara,” Diana joked, nudging Alex 

with her shoulder. He stumbled and then pushed Diana into 
the water. She laughed, sputtered, then attempted to pull him 
down with her.

“We don’t—hey. We don’t have tha’ time fer this…c’mon 
you two!” said Olive, chopping through the water.

Sebastian braced the bottom of his shirt with his hand and 
looked down his chest. Even the little medical robot was hot 
to the touch.

“What’s with the fucking lake?” Alex asked, cutting ahead 
to end up on a tiled floor. The water had given way to a shore-
line of laminate gridwork.

“There are wonders here,” was all Sebastian said before he 
struck ahead of Alex to flip on a switch. Blue light bathed the 
room with a mechanical hum, then it turned yellow. 

Old furniture, rotten from the moisture, filled the room. 
The tiles had warped below the water like a spatial distortion 
or a lake made from a glacier.

“Looks like a fucking surrealist nightmare,” Alex said 
through clenched teeth, then swerved around a familiar bust-
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ed couch. He made a motion for the door. It was locked. 
He tried it again, but his brute force was somehow not 

enough to dislodge it.
“...you can’t get it open, dear?” Diana asked, stumbling 

out of the water. She wicked the moisture from her dress and 
stooped to pull off her heels. 

“...no. It’s,” Alex hesitated, then shot out his arm to bash 
at the couch nearest him. He felt his fake muscles scream, the 
graphene bones of his wrist ache, and his knuckles clunk.

“...I’ve been neutered. That royal shithead—”
“What? I thoughtcha’ said you had—” Olive began, hop-

ping onto the tiles. She wriggled the water off of her body.
“I do! It’s—”
“You’re cut off,” Sebastian said, shifting to use his free 

hand to wrench at the door’s handle, “.…and without you to 
demolish everything in our path…”

“We’re fucked, is what you’re saying,” Alex finished Se-
bastian’s sentiments. Diana pouted. Olive let out a heavy sigh.

After a moment, Diana steeled herself, slid forward, and 
flung one of her high heels at the door. It flapped against the 
metal and dropped feebly with a dull thwunk.

“...what did you think that was going to do, Di?” asked 
Alex, rolling his eyes like Polly would.

Another heel slapped the door with a muted thud.
“I-I don’t know, darling, but it made me feel better!”
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eBook or Paperback from www.shop.constelisvoss.ml. Your 
support goes a long way to helping a trans indie author get their 
work out there :)

And stay tuned for more stories in the Constelis Voss series!
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